Orissa University of Agriculture and Technology, Bhubaneswar
Short quotation call
List of equipments to be purchased through local purchase committee,
Centre for Pulses Research, Berhampur-761001
SL.No. Equipments
1.
Godrej store
well

2.

Technical specifications

Godrej file
rack



Provides maximum storage with 4 adjustable shelves that can
store just about anything





Metal body with 3 way bolting device and 6 lever lock for safety
Dimension of store well (W-91.6 cm X D-48.6 X H- 198.1)
Smooth drawer movement with precision telescopic slider
mechanism








An anti-rebound mechanism to prevent the drawer from coming
out after it is pushed in
An anti-tipping mechanism that allows only one drawer to be
opened at a time to prevent toppling over of the cabinet
4 drawer VFC (W-47 cm X D-62 X H- 132)



3.

DSLR
camera













More than 24.24MP APS-C CMOS Sensor
PRIME MII Image Processor
3.0" 921k-Dot with Vari-Angle LED Monitor
Anti-Aliasing Filter Simulator
Full HD 1080i Video at 60 fps
SAFOX X 11-Point AF with 9 Cross Sensors
ISO 100-204800, Up to 6 fps Shooting
Built-In Wi-Fi
Weather-Resistant body
Shake Reduction & Pixel Shift Resolution
Improved dual pixel CMOS AF helps you shoot video with
smooth, fast and accurate autofocus and stills with instant and
precise autofocus

Terms and conditions:
1. The supplier/agency/firm must provide the printed literature indicating photographs and
detail technical specification, manual and their functions.
2. It is necessary that specific brand, make, model etc. shall be clearly mentioned in the
quotation.
3. A letter indicating that
a. The quoted item is new and has not been tempered.

b. The manufacturer shall provide 3 years onsite guarantee/warranty, after sale,
service during warranty/comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract/ Annual
Maintenance Contract period if the authorized dealer/bidder fails to provide same.
4. The price should be quoted in Indian currency including onsite delivery price to different
offices/departments of OUAT, Bhubaneswar.
5. Attested copy of PAN & GSTN showing the registered number, latest GST return and
photograph of the supplier should be provided.
6. The quotation should be sent To The Chairman, Local Purchase Committee, Centre
for Pulses Research, Berhampur 761001 within 10 days of publication of the notice by SPEED
POST only.

s/dChairman,
Local Purchase Committee,
Centre for Pulses Research,
Berhampur 761001
NB: One copy of the above quotation is displayed in the notice board of CPR,
Berhmapur /Dean Research, OUAT, Bhubaneswar.

